A Beginners Journey to Painting the Cape with Beth Varkala
973-903-2010
bcvarkala@gmail.com

Supply list

CARRYING BAG –LIKE A BACK PACK OR ART BAG THAT WILL HOLD THE SUPPLIES BELOW

PASTELS all of these choices can be found at www.dakotapastels.com

Nu pastel-set of 24 assorted
SKU: NUSASST24
Retail Price: $45.20
Dakota Price: $38.95

Plus any other sets you can afford (optional) Such as:

Sennelier 30 half seascape at
SKU: SNSHALF30S
Dakota Price: $55.95

Giraults- landscape set of 25
SKU: GISLAND25
Dakota Price: $130.00

Terry Ludwig-14 best loved
SKU: TLSFAV14
Retail Price: $97.00
Dakota Price: $77.60
Or

Terry Ludwig 30 Basic Landscape
SKU: TLSLAND30
Retail Price: $200.00
Dakota Price: $160.00

You will also need:
Foam Board 11X14
Apron
White artist tape
1 small sketchbook
(optional) 1-9"x12" spiral bound sketchbook to hold your artwork
White charcoal pencil
Pencil and Eraser
(optional)-Invisible glove or medical gloves to protect your hands
12” ruler
Mask
Paper towels